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Abstract
Tensor inducing a Frobenius induced class function leads to a sum of class functions where each sum-
mand is given by first tensor induction, then Frobenius induction. This qualitative statement is made precise.
As an example, tensor induction of monomial characters is considered.
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The starting point for this paper was the question how to describe the class function which
results from applying tensor induction to a sum of class functions or to a class function induced
from a subgroup; this is a problem very similar in spirit to working out a power of a sum but it
poses notational difficulties. The description offered here uses the concept of conjugation fam-
ilies and their induction; the idea is to attach not only the point stabilizer Gs to every element
s of some G-set S, but also a class function θs of Gs . The notation is flexible enough to in-
clude restriction, addition, multiplication, ordinary (Frobenius) induction and tensor induction
of class functions. The answer to the question above is given in Theorem 22. As a corollary,
one finds that tensor inducing a sum of monomial characters leads again to a sum of monomial
characters.
In the following, G is a finite group and R a commutative ring with 1. All G-sets are finite
with the group acting from the right.
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18 R. Knörr / Journal of Algebra 317 (2007) 17–291. Example. Let S be a G-set and let
M =
∑
s∈S
⊕Ms
be a right RG-module graded by S such that Msg = Msg for every s ∈ S and every g ∈ G. Note
that this means
(∑
s∈S
ms
)
g =
∑
s∈S
msg−1g
for ms ∈ Ms and g ∈ G. Then any Ms is a module for the point stabilizer Gs , so the conjugate
module (Ms)g is a module for (Gs)g = Gsg ; recall that the conjugate module is equal to Ms as
an R-module with action of (Gs)g defined by ms ◦ x = ms(gxg−1) for ms ∈ Ms and x ∈ (Gs)g .
Clearly the map Ms  ms → msg ∈ Msg is an isomorphism (Ms)g → Msg as Gsg-modules.
This has a consequence for the characters χs afforded by these modules (assuming the Ms ’s
all have a finite R-basis), namely (χs)g = χsg , again for all s and g, because (χs)g , defined by
(χs)
g(x) = χs(gxg−1) for x ∈ (Gs)g , is the character of (Ms)g . We take this as motivation for
the following definition, due to the referee.
2. Definition (Conjugation family). Let S be G-set and assume that for every s ∈ S, we are given
a map θs : Gs → R. We call θ = (θs)s∈S a conjugation family (for G on S over R), if (θs)g = θsg
for every s ∈ S and every g ∈ G. We think of the ring as fixed, so will omit the reference to R.
3. Examples.
(i) Of course, the module M above gives the conjugation family χ = (χs)s∈S , provided all the
Ms ’s have a finite basis.
(ii) Let H  G be a subgroup and ϕ a class function of H . Let S = [G : H ] be the G-set of
right H -cosets. For s = Hg ∈ S, define θs on Gs = Hg by θs = ϕg . Then θ is a conjugation
family.
(iii) If N G is a normal subgroup, then the set Irr(N) of all complex irreducible characters of N
is a G-set under conjugation. For any σ ∈ Irr(N), let eσ ∈ CN be the corresponding central
idempotent. Given a complex valued class function γ of G, define θσ by (θσ )(g) = γ (geσ )
for g ∈ Gσ . Then θ is a conjugation family (over R = C).
(iv) Let K  N both be normal subgroups of G and κ a G-stable linear character of K . Then
S = N/K is a G-set under conjugation. If s = Kn ∈ S and c ∈ Gs , then the commuta-
tor [n, c] ∈ K and (θs)(c) = κ[n, c] defines a linear character θs of Gs . As before, θ is
a conjugation family. In fact, S can be viewed as a G = G/K-set and θs as character of
Gs = Gs/K , thereby defining a conjugation family for G. (If N/K is abelian, one can view
S as a G/N -set, but θ is a conjugation family for G/N only if N ′ Kerκ .)
(v) Given class functions θ1, . . . , θn of G, let S = {1, . . . , n} with trivial G-action. Then θ is a
conjugation family for G.
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(i) If θ is a conjugation family and g,h ∈ Gs for some s ∈ S, then θs(hgh−1) = (θs)h(g) =
θsh(g) = θs(g), so θs is not an arbitrary map Gs → R, but a class function. We may there-
fore think of θ as providing class functions of certain subgroups of G (the Gs ’s), and of
doing so in a reasonably coherent way.
(ii) Given two conjugation families θ and η for G on S, one can define the sum θ + η by
(θ + η)s = θs + ηs and similarly for the product θη and scalar multiples rθ for r ∈ R. In
this way, the set of conjugation families for G on S is a commutative R-algebra.
(iii) Let H be a subgroup of G. A conjugation family θ for G on S can be restricted to a conju-
gation family θ |H for H on S by taking (θ |H )s = (θs)|Hs . More generally, if α :H → G is
a group homomorphism and θ is a conjugation family for G on S, then S is an H -set via α.
If h ∈ Hs , then hα ∈ Gs , so (αθ)s(h) = θs(hα) defines a conjugation family αθ for H on S.
There is another type of restriction: If U is a G-invariant subset of S, then (θu)u∈U is a
conjugation family for G on U . Clearly, these two restrictions can be combined.
(iv) Let θ be a conjugation family for G on S and let N be a normal subgroup of G. We wish
to define a conjugation family θ for G = G/N on S, the G-set of N -orbits on S; we write
g = gN for g ∈ G and s = sN for s ∈ S. Note that for any s ∈ S, one has Gs = GsN/N ∼=
Gs/Ns (with a canonical isomorphism).
We make the additional assumption that |N | — and therefore every |Ns | — is a unit in R.
Here then is the description of θ : for given s ∈ S and g ∈ Gs , choose s ∈ s and g ∈ Gs ∩ g
and take the mean:
θs(g) = 1|Ns |
∑
x∈gNs
θs(x);
careful, the bar has nothing to do with complex conjugation, even if R = C. There are a few
things to check: Once s is chosen, the choice of g ∈ Gs ∩ g is irrelevant, because if also
g′ ∈ Gs ∩ g , then gNs = g′Ns . Also, the definition does not depend on the choice of s: if
also t ∈ s, then t = sa for some a ∈ N . Then Gt = Gsa , in particular ga ∈ Gt ∩ g. Since
Nt = Nsa , using t instead of s leads to
1
|Nt |
∑
x∈gaNt
θt (x) = 1|Nsa|
∑
x∈gNs
θsa
(
xa
)= 1|Ns |
∑
x∈gNs
θs(x) = θs(g) ,
where we have used θsa = (θs)a . This shows that θ is well defined, and an argument very
similar to the last one shows that it is also a conjugation family.
We call (S, θ)/N := (S, θ) the factor conjugation family (modulo N ).
One could modify the definition of θs by simply not dividing by |Ns | (and so need no extra
condition on |N |), but one would then get a more awkward version of Proposition 8 below.
(v) A conjugation family for G can be ‘induced’ to G, i.e. used to construct from it a class
function of G. In fact, there are usually several ways to do so. The next definition describes
the most important special case.
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on S. For g ∈ G, we define
θF,G(g) =
∑
s∈S
sg=s
θs(g).
As usual, an empty sum is 0(∈ R) per definition. The map θF,G : G → R is called the Frobenius
induced of θ , and the construction θ → θF,G Frobenius induction.
6. Remark. It is straightforward to check that θF,G is a class function of G and that Frobenius
induction is additive. In fact, if one chooses a set I of representatives for the G-orbits on S, then
θF,G =
∑
i∈I
θi
G,
where θiG is the well known and much used usual induction of the class function θi of the
subgroup Gi to a class function of G. This means that Frobenius induction is really an old
acquaintance, except for a slight shift in emphasis from subgroups (and their cosets) to (not
necessarily transitive) G-sets. As a consequence, θF,G is a character (i.e. the trace of an R-
module with a finite basis), if all θs ’s are characters.
Introducing a new notation for an old concept for which an established notation exists requires
justification. The reason is that describing a G-set may be easier than decomposing it into orbits
(and then choosing a representative from each orbit); for a first example, the reader may look
at (v) in 7 below.
7. Examples. We look again at some of the earlier examples, this time applying Frobenius in-
duction.
(i) If the conjugation family χ is obtained from a S-graded module M , then χF,G is just the
character of M .
(ii) If G acts trivially on S, then Frobenius induction is simply summation:
θF,G =
∑
s∈S
θs .
(iii) Let S = Irr(N) and θ be as in 3(iii). Then θF,G = γ . To see this, let again eσ be the central
idempotent associated with σ ∈ S and note that
γ (g) = γ
(
g ·
∑
σ∈S
eσ
)
=
∑
σ∈S
γ (geσ ) =
∑
σ∈S
σg=σ
γ (geσ ) =
∑
σ∈S
σg=σ
θσ (g) = θF,G(g),
because
γ (geσ ) = γ
(
ge2σ
)= γ (eσ geσ ) = γ (geσ geσ )= γ (geσgeσ ) = 0,
if σg = σ .
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(iv) If θs = 1Gs is the trivial character for all s ∈ S, then θF,G is the permutation character of S.
(v) Mackey decomposition describes what happens if one induces a class function from a sub-
group to G and then restricts to a possibly different subgroup. For Frobenius induction as
defined in Definition 5 (S transitive or not) and AG, we have
(
θF,G
)∣∣
A
= (θ |A)F,A.
This looks simpler then the usual formula (and is indeed trivial), because no attempt has
been made to decompose S into orbits under A. Double cosets come in when doing so for
S = [G : H ] as in Example 3(ii).
8. Proposition (Mean and Frobenius induction). Let θ be a conjugation family on S and N G;
assume that |N | is a unit in R. Let (S, θ)/N := (S, θ) be the factor conjugation family (mod-
ulo N ) for G = G/N as in Remark 4(iv). Then
θF,G = θF,G,
where θF,G is defined by
θF,G(gN) = 1|N |
∑
y∈gN
θF,G(y).
Proof. We have to show that
|N | · θF,G(gN) =
∑
y∈gN
θF,G(y)
for every g ∈ G. For given s ∈ S, there is an x ∈ gN = g with sx = s if and only if s g = s. If so,
then the elements y in gN such that sy = s form precisely one coset xNs and
∑
y∈gN
sy=s
θs(y) =
∑
y∈xNs
θs(y) = |Ns | · θs(g)
by definition of θ . Summing over the |N : Ns | elements in the N -orbit s of s gives therefore
precisely
∑
y∈gN
u∈s
uy=u
θu(y) = |N | · θs(g),
still under the assumption that s g = s. Hence
∑
y∈gN
θF,G(y) =
∑
y∈gN
u∈S
θu(y)uy=u
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∑
s∈S
s g=s
∑
y∈gN
u∈s
uy=u
θu(y)
= |N |
∑
s∈S
s g=s
θs(g)
= |N | · θF,G(g). 
9. Remark. To rephrase the last result in more familiar terms, consider the situation where a
normal subgroup N of G and a class function ϕ of a subgroup H are given; we wish to construct
a class function of G = G/N from these data. Two ways of doing so come to mind:
First, use Frobenius induction to obtain the class function ϕG of G, then take the mean over
cosets of N to get ϕG, a class function of G.
Second, take the mean of ϕ over cosets of the normal subgroup H ∩N of H to obtain the class
function ϕ of H/(H ∩N) . Since H/(H ∩N) ∼= HN/N = H , we can view ϕ as a class function
of H , using the canonical isomorphism. But H is a subgroup of G, so Frobenius induction
produces the class function ϕG of G.
The content of the proposition is that these two methods lead to the same result. This is
no surprise; however, the corresponding statement with Frobenius induction replaced by tensor
induction (to be considered next) is false in general.
Tensor induction was introduced by Berger in [1] and also used by Dade and Isaacs. The
module construction is described in [2, §13], but the character is not given there. Since it is just
the formula for the character which motivates Definition 11 below, we review the construction
briefly, using a suggestion of the referee.
10. Definition (Tensor induction of modules). Let again a G-set S and modules (Ms)s∈S be given
as in Example 1, i.e. Msg = Msg for all s and g, but instead of the direct sum of these modules,
we form now their tensor product
⊗
s∈S Ms with G-action defined by(⊗
s∈S
ms
)
g =
⊗
s∈S
msg−1g,
where ms ∈ Ms and g ∈ G; note that then msg−1g ∈ Ms . If S is empty, the tensor product is by
convention just R with trivial G-action, so its character is 1G. To calculate the character in the
other case, fix c ∈ G and let C = 〈c〉. We assume first that C acts transitively on S, so if |S| = n
and s ∈ S, then S = {sci | i = 0, . . . , n − 1}. If Ms has a finite basis B, say, then Bci is a basis
for Msci . For all maps f : {0, . . . , n − 1} → B, define
Bf =
n−1⊗
i=0
(if )ci .
Since (if )ci ∈ Bci and sci runs through S as i runs from 0 to n − 1, we get in this way a tensor
product of elements picked from bases of the modules (Mt)t∈S , so the Bf ’s form a basis for⊗
s∈S Ms as is well known. If f is not constant, the contribution of Bf to the trace of c on
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s∈S Ms is 0, if f is constant equal to b ∈ B, the contribution of Bf is exactly the same as the
contribution of b to the trace of cn (∈ Cs) on Ms . Therefore the trace of c on ⊗s∈S Ms is the
trace of cn on Ms .
If C acts not transitively on S, decompose S into orbits, calculate the trace on the tensor
product over each orbit and multiply the results. This motivates:
11. Definition (Tensor induction of conjugation families). Let θ be a conjugation family for
G on S. For c ∈ G, denote C = 〈c〉 and decompose S into C-orbits, say S =⋃•i∈I iC with|iC| = ni . We then define
θT ,G(c) =
∏
i∈I
θi
(
cni
)
.
As usual, an empty product is 1 (∈ R) per definition. The map θT ,G : G → R is called the tensor
induced of θ , and the construction θ → θT ,G tensor induction.
12. Remark. It is straightforward to check that θT ,G is independent of the choice of the orbit
representatives for C and is a class function of G; also, tensor induction is multiplicative. More-
over, θT ,G is a character if all θs ’s are characters, as the module construction in Definition 10
shows. If J is a set of representatives for the G-orbits on S, then
θT ,G =
∏
j∈J
θj
⊗G,
where θj⊗G is tensor induction as introduced in [1]; so again, the definition introduces not a new
concept, but only a different notation.
13. Examples. Convincing examples for tensor induction are not frequent.
(i) Let S be any G-set and let θs = −1Gs for all s ∈ S. Then (θs)s∈S is a conjugation family and
θT ,G(c) = (−1)t , where t is the number of orbits of c ∈ G on S. If e (respectively o) is the
number of orbits of even (respectively odd) length, then |S| ≡ o mod 2, so (−1)o = (−1)|S|,
while (−1)e = signS(c), where signS(c) is the sign of c as a permutation on S. Therefore
θT ,G(c) = (−1)o+e = (−1)|S| signS(c), so θT ,G is the sign character on S if |S| is even and
its negative otherwise.
For later use, we note that the sign character (and therefore θT ,G as well) is a generalized
permutation character, namely
signS =
{1G if all permutations of G on S are even,
(1A)G − 1G where A = ker signS otherwise.
(ii) Transfer, i.e., tensor induction of linear characters, introduces itself naturally when calcu-
lating determinants of Frobenius induced modules:
det
(
MG
)= (sign[G:H ])rank M · (detM)⊗G,
if M is a module (with finite basis) for the subgroup H (see [2, Proposition 13.15]).
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(iv) For any subgroup A of G, one has (θT ,G)|A = (θ |A)T,A.
We will now combine Frobenius and tensor induction. To do so, we follow the referee to
introduce a convenient
14. Notation. Let S and θ be as before, and let U be a further finite G-set, together with a family
of subsets Su ⊆ S such that Sug = Sug for all u ∈ U and g ∈ G. In particular, any Su is a Gu-set.
Moreover, if one denotes κu,s := (θs)|Gu,s , then κu = (κu,s)s∈Su is a conjugation family for Gu
on Su. We can therefore use Frobenius induction to construct
ϕu := (κu)F,Gu
and use tensor induction to construct
τu := (κu)T ,Gu;
so both are class functions of Gu, obtained by restricting θ to Su and then inducing.
We will keep this notation for the rest of the paper.
15. Examples.
(i) A trivial example is U = ∅. More interesting is U = {u ⊆ S | |u| = i} for some i with
0 i  |S| and Su = u. In general, the Su’s need not be different.
(ii) If A  B G, one can take S = [G : A], U = [G : B] and Su = {Ax | Ax ⊆ By} for u =
By. Note that in this case, the Su’s form a partition of S.
16. Remark. It is easy to check that (ϕu)g = ϕug and (τu)g = τug for every u and every g, so
both ϕ = (ϕu)u∈U and τ = (τu)u∈U are conjugation families for G on U . We can therefore apply
both Frobenius and tensor induction to ϕ and τ . Applying Frobenius induction to τ cannot be
simplified in general, but in the three other cases, the results can be rewritten. This is quite easy
for ϕF,G and τT ,G and a bit more complicated for ϕT,G.
17. Notation. Let U ∗ S = {(u, s) | u ∈ U and s ∈ Su}, so U ∗ S is a G-set by (u, s)g = (ug, sg).
If we take κ = (κu,s)(u,s)∈U∗S then κ is a conjugation family for G on U ∗ S.
18. Proposition (Transitivity).
(1) ϕF,G = κF,G,
(2) τT ,G = κT,G.
Proof. (1) Let g ∈ G. Then
ϕF,G(g) =
∑
u∈U
ug=u
ϕu(g) =
∑
u∈U
ug=u
∑
s∈Su
sg=s
θs(g) =
∑
(u,s)∈U∗S
(u,s)g=(u,s)
κu,s(g) = κF,G(g).
(2) Analogous. 
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single one and similarly for tensor induction. Note that the G-set changes in general from S to
U ∗ S. However
19. Corollary. Assume that (Su)u∈U is a partition of S. Then ϕF,G = θF,G and τT ,G = θT ,G.
Proof. The map U ∗ S  (u, s) → s ∈ S is an isomorphism of G-sets, since every element of S
is contained in precisely one Su. Also κu,s = θs , because Gu,s = Gs for s ∈ Su. 
If the class functions θs are all characters, then there are module isomorphisms behind the
equalities of Proposition 18, as the referee pointed out. Also, ϕT,G is then the character of a
tensor product of direct sums of modules. Since tensor products are distributive over direct sums,
we can expand this product and write it as a direct sum of tensor products. Correspondingly,
we have a different description of the character, namely by first applying tensor induction, then
Frobenius induction. This extends to arbitrary class functions. In the following, we work out the
details; the language of conjugation families turns out to be very useful for this purpose.
20. Notation. Let S, U and (Su)u∈U be as before and denote
Γ =
∏
u∈U
×Su = {γ :U → S | uγ ∈ Su ∀u ∈ U}.
This is a G-set under conjugation: if g ∈ G, γ ∈ Γ and u ∈ U , then
uγ g = (ug−1)γ g ∈ Sug−1g = Su,
so γ g ∈ Γ .
For any γ ∈ Γ and u ∈ U , let
μγ,u = (θuγ )|Gγ,u .
By the next lemma, μγ = (μγ,u)u∈U is a conjugation family for Gγ on U . We can therefore
apply tensor induction to μγ and get
πγ := μT,Gγγ ,
a class function of Gγ . We write π = (πγ )γ∈Γ .
21. Lemma. Let γ ∈ Γ . Then:
(1) μγ = (μγ,u)u∈U is a conjugation family for Gγ on U .
(2) Let c ∈ Gγ and C = 〈c〉; decompose U into C-orbits, say U =⋃•i∈I iC with ni = |iC|.
Then
πγ (c) =
∏
i∈I
θiγ
(
cni
)
.
(3) π is a conjugation family for G on Γ .
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so (μγ,u)
g = μγ,ug .
(2) From the definition of tensor induction,
πγ (c) = μT,Gγγ (c) =
∏
i∈I
μγ,i
(
cni
)
.
The assertion follows, since μγ,i(cni ) = θiγ (cni ) by definition.
(3) We must show that (πγ )g = πγ g for every γ and every g; recall that G acts by conjugation
on Γ . We do so by applying both sides to an arbitrary element of Gγg = (Gγ )g , say to cg , where
c ∈ Gγ . So let again C = 〈c〉 and U =⋃•i∈I iC with ni = |iC|. Then, using (2), we get
(πγ )
g
(
cg
)= πγ (c) =∏
i∈I
θiγ
(
cni
)
.
To calculate the other side, we decompose U into orbits under Cg = 〈cg〉, namely U = Ug =⋃•
i∈I iCg =
⋃•
i∈I igCg with |igCg| = ni . Therefore, again by (2)
πγ g
(
cg
)=∏
i∈I
θigγ g
[(
cg
)ni ]=∏
i∈I
θiγg
[(
cni
)g]=∏
i∈I
θiγ
(
cni
)
,
since θiγg = (θiγ )g . This is what we want. 
The first statement in the following result is essentially saying that a product of sums can be
expanded into a sum of products. Its precise version can be thought of as the multinomial formula
for class functions (see the example below).
22. Theorem (Distributivity). Frobenius induction followed by tensor induction can be replaced
by tensor induction followed by Frobenius induction. More precisely: ϕT,G = πF,G.
Proof. Take c ∈ G and let again be C = 〈c〉 and U =⋃•i∈I iC with ni = |iC|. Then
ϕT,G(c) =
∏
i∈I
ϕi
(
cni
)
=
∏
i∈I
κ
F,Gi
i
(
cni
) (compare Notation 14)
=
∏
i∈I
( ∑
s∈Si
scni =s
θs
(
cni
))
.
Now denote Vi = {s ∈ Si | scni = s} and let Δ =∏i∈I ×Vi . Then we can expand the last product
to get
ϕT,G(c) =
∑∏
θiδ
(
cni
)
.δ∈Δ i∈I
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πF,G(c) =
∑
γ∈Γ
γ c=γ
πγ (c) =
∑
γ∈Γ
γ c=γ
∏
i∈I
θiγ
(
cni
)
.
To prove the result, it is now enough to observe that γ → γ |I is a bijection from Γc := {γ ∈ Γ |
γ c = γ } onto Δ. The inverse maps δ to δ∗, well defined (and in Γc) by ixδ∗ = iδx for x ∈ C. 
Sometimes, it is possible to describe the orbits of G on Γ :
23. Example. Let U = {1, . . . , n} and G = Symn the symmetric group, acting naturally on U .
Given class functions α1, . . . , αt of the point stabilizer G1, what is (α1 + · · · + αt )⊗G?
Denote J = {1, . . . , t} and S = J ×U . Then S is a G-set by (j, u)g = (j, ug). For any u ∈ U ,
let Su = J × {u}, so clearly Sug = Sug for all g and u. We get a conjugation family θ for G on S
by setting θ(j,u) = α xj , where x ∈ G is taken such that 1x = u. Since G1 acts trivially on S1,
Frobenius induction is just summation, i.e. ϕ1 = α1 + · · · + αt with the notation introduced
in 14. We are therefore interested in ϕT,G, which, by the theorem, equals πF,G =∑i∈I π Gγi if{γi | i ∈ I } is a set of representatives for the orbits of G on Γ =∏u∈U ×Su (compare Remark 6).
Here, these orbits are not difficult to describe:
For j ∈ J and γ, δ ∈ Γ , let Uj(γ ) = {u ∈ U | uγ = (j, u)}, so U =⋃•j∈J Uj (γ ). Now G acts
only on the second component of J × U , so
γ g = δ if and only if Uj (γ )g = Uj (δ) for every j ∈ J.
Therefore δ belongs to the same G-orbit as γ if and only if
νj :=
∣∣Uj (γ )∣∣= ∣∣Uj (δ)∣∣ for all j ∈ J.
This means that the orbits are naturally indexed by the all t-tuples ν = (ν1, . . . , νt ) ∈ Nt with
n =∑j∈J νj ; for any such tuple, the stabilizer of some γ in the corresponding orbit is a Young
subgroup Gγ ∼= Symν1 ×· · · × Symνt .
We now look only at the degrees. From (2) of Lemma 21 (with c = 1), we find that πγ (1) =∏
u∈U θuγ (1) =
∏
j∈J αj (1)νj . Frobenius induction then gives
π Gγ (1) = |G : Gγ | · πγ (1) =
(
n
ν
)
·
∏
j∈J
αj (1)νj
and summing over the orbits finally leads to the well-known multinomial formula
[
α1(1) + · · · + αt (1)
]n = (α1 + · · · + αt )⊗G(1) =∑
i∈I
π Gγi (1) =
∑
ν
(
n
ν
)
·
∏
j∈J
αj (1)νj ,
where the last sum is taken over all t-tuples ν ∈ Nt with n =∑j∈J νj .
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dividing n if there are subgroups H1, . . . ,Ht of G and linear characters λj of Hj such that
λnj = 1Hj for all j and μ =
∑
j λ
G
j .
If n = 1, such a character is a permutation character.
25. Corollary (Tensor induction of monomial characters). Let (μu)u∈U be a conjugation family
for G. If every μu is monomial of exponent dividing n, then so is the tensor induced charac-
ter μT,G.
Proof. Decompose U into G-orbits, say U = ⋃•i∈I iG. By assumption, there are (for every
i ∈ I ) subgroups Hi,1, . . . ,Hi,ti of Gi and linear characters λi,j of Hi,j with (λi,j )n = 1Hi,j for
all j ∈ Ji := {1, . . . , ti} and μi =∑j∈Ji (λi,j )Gi . Define
S = {(i, j,Hi,j x) ∣∣ i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, x ∈ G}
and a family (Su)u∈U of subsets by
Su =
{
(i, j,Hi,j x) ∈ S
∣∣ ix = u}.
Then S is a G-set by (i, j,Hi,j x)g = (i, j,Hi,j xg) and Sug = Sug for all u and g. If one sets
θ(i,j,Hi,j x) = (λi,j )x , then clearly θ = (θs)s∈S is a conjugation family for G on S.
Let g ∈ Gi . Then
ϕi(g) =
∑
s∈Si
sg=s
θs(g) =
∑
j∈Ji
∑
Hi,j x⊆Gi
Hi,j xg=Hi,j x
(λi,j )
x(g) =
∑
j∈Ji
(λi,j )
Gi (g) = μi(g),
so ϕi = μi . Since both μ (by hypothesis) and ϕ (see Remark 16) are conjugation families, it
follows that μu = ϕu for every u ∈ U , so μ = ϕ and therefore, using the theorem and Remark 6,
μT,G = ϕT,G = πF,G =
∑
ρ
(πρ)
G,
where ρ runs through a set of representatives for the G-orbits on Γ . This proves the claim, since
each πρ is obtained by tensor inducing linear characters whose nth power is trivial, so πρ is
linear and (πρ)n = 1Gρ . 
26. Remark. The assumption that all the λi,j are linear characters is only used at the very end
of the above proof to conclude that this is also true for the πρ ’s. The family of linear characters
of order a divisor of n can therefore be replaced by any other family of class functions which is
closed under tensor induction. Such families are typically obtained by restricting the values of
the functions on certain subsets of the group (closed under conjugation and powers, for instance
all p-elements) to certain subsets of the ring R (closed under multiplication) — here, we have
taken all of G and the nth roots of unity in R (and in addition assumed that we are dealing with
characters).
Part (a) of the next result for R = C was proved in [4], using Brauer’s characterization of char-
acters. A simpler proof was then given by Gluck and Isaacs in [3], which also contains part (b);
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completely elementary and holds for arbitrary commutative rings.
27. Corollary (Tensor induction of generalized characters). Let ψ be a conjugation family for
G on some G-set U .
(a) If every ψu is a generalized character, then so is ψT,G.
(b) (Gluck and Isaacs) If every ψu is a generalized permutation character, then so is ψT,G.
Proof. The proofs for (a) and (b) are nearly identical. Choose two conjugation families α and β
for G on U consisting of characters (respectively permutation characters) such that ψ = α − β .
Let S = {1,2}×U with G-action only on the second component and denote Su = {1,2}×{u}, so
Sug = Sug for all u and g. Further let θ(1,u) = αu and θ(2,u) = −βu, so θ is a conjugation family
for G on S. Since Gu acts trivially on Su, Frobenius induction is summation, so in Notation 14,
we get ϕu = αu − βu = ψu. Therefore, using the theorem and Remark 6 again,
ψT,G = ϕT,G = πF,G =
∑
ρ
(πρ)
G,
where ρ runs through a set of representatives for the G-orbits on Γ . Since Frobenius induc-
tion is additive and preserves (permutation) characters, it is enough to show that every πρ is a
generalized (permutation) character.
To see this, recall that, using Notation 20, we have πρ = μT,Gρρ . By Remark 12, this can
be factored as a product of class function obtained by tensor inducing the restrictions of μρ
to the orbits of U under Gρ . Since products of generalized (permutation) characters are again
generalized (permutation) characters, we need only consider a single orbit U0, say, of Gρ .
But if u′ = ug ∈ U0 for some g ∈ Gρ and uρ = (i, u), then u′ρ = ugρ = uρg = (i, u)g =
(i, u′). Therefore, the restriction of μρ to U0 either consists of (permutation) characters, namely
if uρ = (1, u) for all u ∈ U0, or of negative (permutation) characters in the other case. Now
use that tensor induction preserves characters (by Remark 12) and permutation characters (by
Corollary 25 with n = 1) to find that in the first case, we get a (permutation) character by tensor
induction from U0. In the second case, use in addition that tensor induction is multiplicative
(see Remark 12) and the first example in 13 to conclude that we get a generalized (permutation)
character by tensor induction from U0.
(The proof actually shows that πρ or −πρ is a character — though not necessarily a permuta-
tion character in case (b).) 
28. Remark. By the theorem and Proposition 18, any combination of repeated Frobenius and
tensor induction can be written as first tensor induction, then Frobenius induction, where one or
both steps may be trivial. Can one define ‘induction’ and then classify all ‘inductions’?
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